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The word casino comes from the Latin word that means little gambling house. The main aim

of casino is relaxation and fun at leisure. Gambling in  has now become an opulent lifestyle

for the well-heeled.
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History reveals that the very first legal casino to open in Baden, Switzerland was opened by

the Dutch in 17 65 as an offshoot out of the now famous metropolis of Antwerp. With the

passage of time gaming in casino has been an adjunct to the luxurious life of the city. In more

recent days, the flourishing gambling industry in casinos spread all over the world. It crossed

all socio-economic classes and is now enjoyed by people of all ages and social strata. Now

it's not uncommon to find middle class families enjoying gambling on slots machines in a

trendy night club.

Casino is a form of gambling but it differs from regular gambling in that players at the casino

do not deal with cash but play with cards that are dealt out from a deck. This is the reason

why casino gambling is also called online gambling . One can simply play casino games

through the Internet rather than having to travel to a land based casino. One can play the

game sitting in one's bed or watching television. There are no real chances of losing money

in casino games.

One can find unlimited numbers of casino games to play in a single casino. Blackjack, craps,

baccarat, slots are a few of the options on hand. A slot machine is an innovative device that

uses a rotating and moving ball to randomly give away chips or money. While the outcome of

the ball may seem unpredictable, one can use this opportunity to bet on a blackjack or a chip

cup winning combination.

Blackjack is perhaps the best-known casino game. In blackjack, a player earns money by

dealing out four small cards to be spun around a wheel. The player whips out four cards by

flipping it over and seeing the numbers rolled off the wheel. A player can use this same

device to count cards or to place a bet. The casino will offer a bettor's a chance to win back a

part of the amount that was wagered as a bet when the card counting is complete. In high

rollers casinos, a casino employee who can perform card counting is very valuable for a

casino  that has a high turnover rate.

High rollers are gamblers who enjoy placing a lot of bets on the same game. They are the

gamblers in casinos who are usually well-known because they are often the ones who wager

the most money. They are considered the bad boys in the gambling world because they

gamble too much and spend a lot of their income on just playing slots and video poker

machines. The highroller does not mind placing a lot of bets on high odds games like slot

machines and roulette.


